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INITIAL IMPRESSION 

Two factors were immediately apparent: the knife feels very solid and it appears to be               
extremely well made. The handle’s X-Tac pattern is quite attractive, and its lines are              
clean, robust and crisp. The finish is flawlessly uniform.  

The fit of the spacer to both halves of the handle is as close to perfect as one could                   
hope for. Additionally, there are no rough or uncomfortable edges anywhere. The            
lockup of the blade to the handle is equally superb. The polished finish of the blade                
looks great from top to bottom, and it arrives in a very nice zippered black leather pouch                 
with the Wilson logo embossed on one side.  

 Overall, this is a fine-looking package. 

HANDLE 
The length of the handle measures a comfortable 4 ½ inches and is constructed of               
titanium, an incredibly strong metal. The center portion of the left panel displays the              
Wilson logo: strong and vigilant. The width of the handle is right at ½ inch. For a folder                  
of this size, its weight is comparable to other high-end knives of similar proportion.              
There are no weight problems here.  

Attached to the right side of the handle is a pocket clip that is visually pleasing. It’s                 
smooth and aerodynamic. Unlike most other folders on the market whose pocket clips             
are attached to the handle with exterior screws, none are visible here. This is clearly               
unique and enhances an already streamline appearance. The amount of tension           
possessed by the clip, which will determine how well it grasps one’s pocket and remains               
secure, is very good. The knife remained secure in a pocket of a pair of jeans as it went                   
through a twenty-minute cycle though a clothes dryer.  

Yet another unique aspect of the EDC-X Tactical folder is that the time-proven locking              
mechanism has a replaceable insert, a nice design enhancement. This insert is secured             



into place with two Torx head screws that can be removed from the exterior of the                
locking arm’s surface. Many brands of folders use similar locking devices, and if one              
were to encounter a problem with the knife, it would likely involve this area. If this were                 
to happen, it would be extremely nice to be able to replace the defective mechanism               
oneself, otherwise one would have to return the entire knife to the manufacturer and              
wait who knows how long before it is repaired.  

The handle has a futuristic design, is well-made and quite strong.  

BLADE 
The blade of the EDC-X folder is made from one of the best steels available today,                
ELMAX. ELMAX was created by the European firm of Bohler-Uddenholm and was            
introduced to the States around 2010, and has proven itself wildly successful. According             
to an article in BladeOps, “If you are looking to buy a quality knife, you will want one                  
with ELMAX steel. ELMAX has been called the ‘best all-around knife steel,’ because it              
is simply that - a premium and tough steel that will make a razor-sharp blade to outlast                 
and outperform its competitors and deliver the best possible knife experience.”  

The blade measurers 3.5 inches in length, which I feel is a useful size for a                
pocket-carried folder. At its widest point, the blade is a hefty .160 inches. The distance               
from the cutting edge to the top of the spine is a substantial 1.35 inches. The end result                  
of the entire set of dimensions is that this is a sizeable blade, larger than many of its                  
peers.  

This folder was designed to be opened via the use of a flipper. An application of force                 
delivered through one’s index finger causes the blade to open and lock securely into              
place. Because it takes a fair amount of conscious force in order to initiate the opening                
process, this blade will not accidently open. Once the applied force has stared the              
opening process, the remainder of the blade’s travel until locking is incredibly smooth. I              
can operate the flipper easily with both my strong (right) and weak hand. It’s nicely               
done. 

When the blade is open, it is frozen into place with a frame lock, a secure mechanism                 
commonly used by many folding knife manufacturers. I was unable to accidentally            
close the blade. I tried manually forcing the blade closed with a heavily-gloved hand. I               
would not budge. I then secured the folder into a padded bench vise and struck the                
spine of the blade several times with a mallet. Again, the blade remained secure. This               
blade will not close unintentionally.     .   

The cutting edge is viciously sharp and may cut you if you stare at it long enough. The                  
tip possesses features of both a drop-point and a clip-point blade. A tip established by               
a clip-point blade tends to be very strong while one created by a drop-point blade tends                
to offer the user more pinpoint control during the cutting process. Because this blade is               



neither a clip-point nor a drop-point, I believe one may end up with the best of both                 
worlds: a tip that is strong and easily controllable.  

The blade is nicely-finished, honed to an extremely sharp cutting edge and is             
constructed of one of the finest steels in the industry.  

PERFORMANCE 
Because this folder’s blade closely resembles a chefs’ knife, I began by using it as one                
to chop, slice, dice and carve. I spent over a week using this knife to prepare beef, pork                  
and poultry, along with assorted fresh vegetables. In the past, I have evaluated other              
folding knives by using them for food preparation. While these other knives got the job               
done, the EDC-X did a better job by simply making the process easier and more               
efficient. Clearly, the blade’s design was responsible. If a blade is capable of providing              
superior performance in one area, reason suggests that it will also perform better in              
other areas as well.  

I spent a fair amount of time using this knife to cut a wide variety of material that any                   
pocket knife might reasonably be called upon to address. I expected no anomalies and              
none occurred. Throughout the course of the evaluation, I was predominantly           
interested in how well the blade cut, how efficiently it cut, and how well the cutting edge                 
held up, particularly during trials that were clearly abusive and should never be             
attempted by pocket knives, such as chopping a solid block of ice, cutting an aluminum               
can in half, beating the tip of the knife into a heavy plastic container and attempting to                 
snap off the tip by placing it into a vise and applying pressure.  

There is something inherently wrong with putting a fine folding knife through processes             
better left to far more appropriate tools. The end result, however, is that the EDC-X can                
successfully perform tasks above and beyond its nature without incident. The cutting            
edge help up well and remained quite sharp. This is the mark of a superior knife. 

WARRANTY 
The manufacturer of this knife, Fox Cutlery of Italy, offers a one-year warranty. Wilson              
Combat stands behind its products with an assurance free from nonsense, hype, and             
hidden disclaimers. As long as you do not abuse the knife, Wilson has your back.               
That’s what a warranty should be  

FINAL ANALYSIS 
Without question, this folder is strong and well-made. Its geometric lines are distinct and              
visually pleasing. Its features are geared for durability and solid performance. One            
cannot legitimately ask more than this from any folding knife. Having had the             
opportunity to carry, use and experiment with this folder, I can state without reservation              
that I believe this is a darn nice knife. If one has a Wilson X-Tac pistol, this would be a                    



perfect mate. For one searching for a high-grade folder that boasts strength, durability             
and quality while setting its own high standard for futuristic appearance, this is a great               
place to stop. I have no doubt that this will become a prized possession for anyone                
fortunate enough to obtain one.  


